PRODUCT BRIEF

Insight Journey Time Monitoring
Insight™ is our Smart Mobility platform and provides a suite of
applications for the monitoring, management, reporting and
analysis of multi-modal transport systems and associated
environments.

Key benefits
Easy to configure for projects, routes, and

Insight Journey Time Monitoring (JTM) from Clearview

individual spans

Intelligence is an integrated online application that aids the

No hardware installation - minimises set-up cost

monitoring, visualisation, and analysis of traffic journey times. JTM
uses floating car data and is often referred to as crowdsourced
data removing the need to deploy sensors at the roadside. The

and road worker exposure
Modular system design allowing additional

application utilises this vehicle data to deliver reliable and accurate

projects to be added as and when required

journey time information.

More cost effective than traditional route
monitoring systems due to its simplicity and

Insight Journey Time Monitoring
Journey time data can be a critical asset in the road operators’
battle to keep the traffic flowing, reduce congestion and manage
incidents on their road network. This intelligence significantly aids

flexibility
Quickly identify potential pinch points on the
network using heatmaps, reports and graphs

operators in analysing and identifying bottlenecks within the

Application is launched from the safety of a

network, monitoring roadworks, and informing drivers of free-

computer with operators receiving data

flowing traffic or potential congestion/high pollution spots to

within minutes

enable them to make informed decisions on the route they take.
The Insight JTM application is a flexible solution that enables road
operators to monitor the flow of traffic on their network and
respond accordingly. With no requirement for roadside hardware,

Can be set up on a long-term basis for strategic
road networks, or temporarily for incidents such
as roadworks or events

the system can be deployed quickly to manage events, roadworks,

At-a-glance analysis is made possible by

and associated diversions, and allows you to keep road users

graphical views, maps and dashboards

updated with information via Variable Message Signs. The

Informs public and private road operators, and

extensive reporting system, dashboards and traffic maps enable
both real-time monitoring and historical analysis to better
understand the road network.

enables them to make better short and long-term
plans for the management of their road networks

Application examples
1. Monitoring traffic through roadworks
2. Pre-work and post-work analysis
3. Event venue, road network monitoring
4. Routing
5. Incident detection and alerts
6. Network monitoring
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Insight Journey Time Monitoring
The platform allows the user to deploy and configure journey
time monitoring routes on demand from their desktop,
providing options for short term surveys as well as longer term
analysis. The application can be used to augment or replace
other journey time monitoring systems on a permanent basis.
Our crowdsourced data based solution is more cost effective
and flexible than systems based on hard infrastructure and
there’s no disruption to the traveling public.

Key features
Network Management – aids the monitoring,
visualisation, and analysis of traffic data, which enables
road operators to keep the traffic flowing, reduces
congestion and manages incidents on the road
Integrated alert system – dashboard and
email alerts notify changes in traffic flow which

Data Source - Crowdsourced Journey Time

subsequently enable data driven decisions / actions

The Insight JTM application is powered by crowdsourced data,

by network managers

removing the need to deploy ANPR, Bluetooth or WiFi detectors
to obtain accurate and reliable journey time information.
Besides saving money by not investing in roadside

Interactive map – user definable colour-coded routes
that change based on road speed

infrastructure, it eliminates the need for traffic management

Incident detection –changes to journey times can

andc!negates the risk associated with on-street works.

also help to identify where an incident has occurred

Crowdsourced data works by analysing the anonymous
GPS-determined locations transmitted by connected cars,
mobile phones and satellite navigation users. By utilising this

Convey journey time data – to Variable Message
Signs (VMS) from a single interface, allowing you to

location data, our application calculates the speed and

keep road users informed

duration of vehicles along a stretch of road. A route’s journey

Extensive reporting tools – enables any user to

time is calculated by gathering crowdsourced data in small
sections, then combining them. This ensures a smoother flow of
data compared to Bluetooth and WiFi detectors, which require a
vehicle to travel the entire route to produce journey times.

quickly analyse the data and gather intelligence
utilising visual aids such as charts and heatmaps
Effortlessly export data – reports, dashboards and
graphs can be displayed within the browser or be
exported to Excel
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Insight Journey Time Monitoring
Why use Insight Journey Time
Monitoring?
Journey Time Alerts
User configurable alerts enable operators to be notified on the
dashboard and via email when the journey time increases past a
configurable trigger value. Alerts are also generated as the
journey time decreases until it is below the initial trigger value.
Alerts can be configured to utilise freeflow or adaptive
algorithms. Adaptive creates a baseline that takes into account
historical traffic patterns so that alerts are not triggered by the
usual peaks and troughs of a particular route.
Alerts can direct the operator’s attention to CCTV to understand
what has caused the delay, which could be an accident,
breakdown, or congestion. The operator can then take the
appropriate action. This multi-user system allows local and
central office operators to be informed simultaneously.

Variable Message Sign Support (VMS)
Journey time information can automatically be fed to mobile or
permanent VMS to inform drivers of delays ahead or high
pollution levels, for example, and enable them to take alternative
routes, or to reassure drivers that traffic is free flowing. VMS
management is integrated, and operators can override the
default and automated messages to respond to changing
conditions. Both the Insight Parking and Insight Journey Time
Monitoring applications can be used in combination to display
parking availability and journey times on the VMS. This can
influence drivers to make use of park and ride services on the
outskirts of town during peak periods where often central car

Interactive Maps
Journey time information is displayed on maps where
individual routes are colour coded based on normal, slow, or
stationary traffic speeds. The colour scheme is configurable
by project and the definition of normal, slow, and stationary
can be set for each route in line with national speed limits.
Traffic data from map providers can be overlaid providing the
ability to see the traffic flow on neighbouring roads which aids
in understanding the cause or extent of the congestion. All
Insight applications, devices and sensors share the same map
so additional information such as CCTV, Road Condition
Monitoring, VMS, Parking, Automatic Traffic Counters and

parks are full and routes in and out are congested.

Environmental Monitors can be viewed alongside journey time

No roadside hardware deployment

Service Flexibility

As our system uses data transmitted from the vehicle, there is
no requirement for capital expenditure on hardware or other
initial set up costs. No hardware installation also minimises
road worker exposure and the need for ongoing maintenance or
repair management to on-street equipment.

information.

Our JTM solution provides the ability for administrators to
create and delete spans and routes within their subscription
limits. This flexibility provides the means to have some routes
providing short-term data for temporary surveys, events or
roadworks which can be re-used as required and other routes
may run longer-term for analysis and monitoring.
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Insight Journey Time Monitoring
Reporting and Analysis
Journey time data can provide valuable insights into the

Customisable colour-coded thresholds can be set up to create

performance of road networks, however accumulating the

‘heatmaps’ to show traffic patterns over time and the flow

intelligence from that data can been challenging and time

through routes to identify choke points. The reports and

consuming.

graphs are not only displayed within the browser but can also

The Insight JTM application works smarter by providing a
set of reporting tools to enable any user to instantly analyse
the data and gather intelligence utilising visual aids such as
charts and heatmaps. Integrated charts provide the ability to
graph average, minimum and maximum duration, and speeds.
Specific times can be monitored, such as 8am or 5pm, to show
peak time data. Reports are available for speed and duration,
either for individual segments or for multiple segments as part
of a route and can be scheduled for automatic delivery via email.
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be exported to Excel™ and include the heatmaps as
conditional formatting, formulas, and Excel™ graphs linked to
the included data.
Congestion dashboards provide a strategic overview of city
wide, region or country road network performance. The
dashboard provides a real-time view with the ability to play
back previous time periods to analyse incidents that have
impacted the wider road network.
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